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Abstract

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) played a critical role in China’s transformation into a market economy, as thousands of state-owned enterprises closed down. Firm knowledge acquisition in Chinese SMEs has increasingly attracted scholarly attention, as it is a critical element of their business performance. However, none of the previous studies have examined how learning strategies and capacities influence Chinese SMEs’ tacit and explicit knowledge acquisition to improve their business performance. This study is designed to fill that gap by exploring SMEs’ knowledge acquisition from both human and social capital perspectives and investigating the impact of learning capacities on the learning process. Therefore, the study proposes a conceptual framework that includes human capital learning strategies (informal and formal learning), social capital learning strategies (business, social, and personal network ties), and learning capacities (IT system support, owners’ attributes and role, and financial capability). These factors have a significant impact on knowledge acquisition.

To examine the framework, qualitative in-depth and interview-driven research was conducted on four sample Chinese SMEs from the non-manufacturing sector. Sixteen interviews, including those with owner-managers and senior management, are the study’s data sources; they are supported by site observations and firms’ secondary data.

The conceptual framework of the present study contributes to the SME literature in emerging economies. The study confirms that knowledge acquisition, especially that of tacit knowledge, occurs mainly through informal learning (experience) and government,
business, and social network ties. Meanwhile, learning capacities have a moderating effect on the learning process in SMEs. The analysis of learning capacities offers valuable insight into why SMEs find it difficult to acquire tacit knowledge and to articulate and store the firm’s explicit knowledge. The proposed framework also makes practical contributions. It assists SME owners in managing their internal resources (human and financial) and external resources (social networks) to develop their competitive advantages and grow their businesses by acquiring knowledge.